
scrolling arise in cases where one face

of the lamellae contracts more than

the other and can be related to the

packing in the bis(urea)s. For these sys-

tems, the gel fibers are relatively uni-

form in width, and the MD simulations

suggest that this is because the scrolled

structure contains an optimum number

of lamellae.

This work therefore brings together a

combined experimental and computa-

tional approach to give new insights

into the world of LMWGs. Rather than

trying to simply link the molecular

structures to the ability to form a gel,
the authors suggest instead that gela-

tion results from how lamellae stack

and that scrolling is a pre-requisite for

the formation of the necessary fibrils

that lead to the gel network. This study

therefore offers a new insight into why

gels form rather than crystals and sug-

gests that it might be possible to

predict gelation from crystallographic

data. If this could be shown to be rele-

vant to other classes of LMWGs, we

could be getting close to understand-

ing why gels form and answering key

questions such as why closely related

molecules exhibit such differing abili-

ties to gel.
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Supramolecular
Wearable Sensors
Dorothee Wasserberg1 and Pascal Jonkheijm1,*
In this issue of Chem, Jang et al. report a wearable sensor device for the

rapid and sensitive detection of amphetamine-type stimulants in point-of-use

conditions. The device characteristics benefit from superb supramolecular

analytical chemistry and make it one of the most notable examples of sensor

development.
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Institute for Nanotechnology, University of
Twente, PO Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, the
Netherlands
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Wearables are small electronic devices

(often consisting of one or more sensors)

that play an increasingly dominant role

inourmodern society.Wireless,wearable

deviceshavea large societal impact. They

track and respond to our emotions,

enable effortless communication, com-

pute and urge changes in our lifestyle

and fitness, support our healthcare moni-

toring, analyzing, and even healing abili-

ties, and encompass the many wearable

technology applications that were un-

thinkable less than a decade ago.

Smart, wearable devices that assist in

drug detection under point-of-use

conditions are urgently needed to

address the negative side effects of
drug use and detect drug abuse. As a

case in point, devices detecting

amphetamine-type stimulants (ATSs)

would assist physicians and patients to

carefully tune doses of ATSs in the treat-

ment of, e.g., attention deficit hyper-

activity disorder, narcolepsy, asthma,

and depression and in the prevention

of side effects of ATSs, such as

insomnia, hallucination, delusions,

mental illness, and violent tendencies.

Importantly, these side effects have

also increased the prevalence of ATS

drug addiction, which represents a

large societal problem for which ATS

detection is needed. Evidently, wear-

able devices with short operation times,

no requirement for trained personnel,
and on-site detection are in high de-

mand. In this issue of Chem, Jang et al.

report an easy, sensitive, rapid, cheap,

and portable device that detects ATSs

amperometrically by synergistically

combining the selectivity of supramo-

lecular analytical chemistry and the

sensitivity of organic field-effect transis-

tors (OFETs).1

Sensors based on OFET platforms

show great promise for use in chemical

and biological sensors because of their

many advantages, including high sensi-

tivity, ultra-low cost, simple methods of

fabrication, and their potential to be

included in flexible devices. In partic-

ular, OFET-type sensors can amplify

electrical signals obtained from binding

events with analytes by tuning the

applied gate voltage, leading to

higher sensitivity than of conventional
2, 2017 ª 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc. 531
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Figure 1. Wearable OFET Sensor for ATS Sensing Using CB[7]-ATS Host-Guest 1:1 Complexation
amperometric sensors. However, pris-

tine OFET-based sensors without addi-

tional surface functionalization often

exhibit low selectivity for target analy-

tes because common samples such as

sputum, blood, or urine contain com-

pounds such as small molecules, DNA,

and proteins, all of which can impair

selectivity and sensitivity. Therefore,

highly selective detection with OFET-

based sensors requires chemical modi-

fication or immobilization of specific re-

ceptors to capture target analytes on a

sensor’s surface.2

In supramolecular chemistry, host-

guest chemistry describes complexes

that are composed of two or more

compounds that are held together in

unique structural relationships by forces

other than those of full covalent bonds.

Host-guest chemistry encompasses the

idea of molecular recognition and inter-

actions through noncovalent bonding.

Kim and co-workers have an impressive

record in the design and characteriza-

tion of molecules that are recognized

by synthetic hosts, particularly by em-

ploying cucurbituril-based macro-

cycles.3 Given their resemblance to

pumpkins, which belong to the

Cucurbitaceae family, cucurbiturils

have received recent attention for their
532 Chem 3, 527–538, October 12, 2017
contribution to self-assembly via the

formation of dynamic complexes with a

variety of chemical species. Research ef-

forts by the cucurbit[n]uril community

continue to be directed toward identi-

fying and characterizing suitable guest

molecules, and existing ones are now

tabulated in a recent review.4 In this

issue ofChem, Jang et al. report the for-

mation of a stable 1:1 inclusion complex

between an ATS and cucurbit[7]uril

(abbreviated as CB[7] for the seven

glycoluril buildingblocks that constitute

the macrocycle), which was determined

by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.

All signals of the 1:1 inclusion complex

were assignedby 2DNMRexperiments,

such as correlation spectroscopy and

rotating frame Overhauser effect spec-

troscopy. In addition, quantitative mea-

surements of the binding affinities be-

tween CB[7] and ATSs were performed

by isothermal titration calorimetry and

revealed that CB[7] had high affinities

(Ka � 106 M�1) for ATSs with a 1:1 bind-

ing stoichiometry. The formation of the

inclusion complex was driven by

enthalpy, and the large favorable en-

thalpic gain apparently compensated

for the unfavorable entropic contribu-

tion. The enthalpic gain was a result of

the hydrophobic interactions between
the phenyl ring of the guest and the in-

ner wall of the host cavity, as well as

strong ion-dipole interactions between

ammonium groups of the ATSs and

carbonyl-laced portals of the host.

Stable formation of the inclusion com-

plex was nicely confirmed by single-

crystal X-ray analyses.

To take advantageof the unique recogni-

tion properties of CB[7] toward ATSs

on the OFET platform, Jang et al.

synthesized clever CB[7] derivatives with

allyloxy side groups that enabled the

incorporation of CB[7] into the OFET

platforms. The side groups on the outer

wall of CB[7] were introduced for

solvent processability and orthogonality

to the water-insoluble semiconductor

layer, whereas the recognition properties

of the CB[7] derivatives remained essen-

tially the same as CB[7] itself. CB[7]-

covered semiconductor layers were uni-

formandcomplete, crucial for high-sensi-

tive sensors. Furthermore, they exhibited

high on/off current ratios of more than

105 under ambient conditions and stable

field-effect characteristics within the

linear regime of operation, crucial for

achieving signal amplification and fast

response under sensing conditions.

CB[7]-covered OFET sensors showed

stable and linear responses for buffered

and water solutions of ATSs (1 pM to

1 mM), and the detection limit was in the

range of less than 1 pM. None of these

signals were detected when CB[7] was

absent or blocked. Notably, the authors

also observed stable sensing of ATSs

when operating the OFET platform

with real urine samples. However, a

reduced sensitivity (1 nM) was observed,

probably as a result of interfering ions

and various metabolites present in urine

samples. These results show that the

CB[7]-based OFET platform can be

used for ATS detection in urine

and, therefore, in real-life point-of-use

settings.

In a final series of experiments, the

authors fabricated flexible drug sensors

by using an indium-tin-oxide-coated



polyethylene naphthalate flexible foil

as substrate and a transparent

aluminum oxide transparent gate die-

lectric; a schematic of the fabricated

flexible sensor is shown in Figure 1.

The digitized sensing current could

be transmitted to an Android appli-

cation via wireless Bluetooth com-

munication, which can potentially be

used in bracelet-type wearable OFET

sensors.

In conclusion, the fabrication of supra-

molecular wearable biological sensors

opens an avenue for replacing not only
current drug-detection methods but

also biomarker-detection methods.

Futurework should shed light on the field

testing of this type of supramolecular

wearable sensor worn on the body,

but additional fundamental work can

also be undertaken for the development

of multiplexed sensing devices that

employ OFETs for protein-biomarker

detection,5 bacterial sensing,6 and cell-

fate detection.7
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Photoresponsive
Polymers on the Move
Florica Adriana Jerca,1 Valentin Victor Jerca,1,2

and Richard Hoogenboom2,*
Photoresponsive polymers have found widespread applications for non-linear

optics and solubility switching. In two recent issues of Nature Chemistry

and Nature, Wu and colleagues and Broer and colleagues, respectively, intro-

duce the next generation of photoresponsive polymers, whose mechanical

properties can be switched for the creation of new functional materials

that can be transformed into viscous polymer melt or self-propel under light

irradiation.
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The field of photoresponsive polymers

is situated at the crossroads between

optics and dyes on the one hand and

polymer chemistry, materials, and

surface chemistry on the other hand.

Considerable research is dedicated

to photoresponsive polymers in the

form of original research articles, re-

views, books, and book chapters

ranging from fundamental studies to

emerging applications.1 The promise

of photoresponsive materials comes

from their versatility and relative ease

of synthesis in combination with the

spatial and temporal control provided

by using light as trigger. Such photores-
ponsive polymers already play a key

role in the aerospace and communica-

tion industries because of their optical

properties2 and have recently emerged

in the biomedical field because of their

photoswitchable solubility.3,4

Photoresponsive polymers incorpo-

rating azobenzenes are especially well

regarded and have received the most

attention because of their versatile

design and synthesis.5–7 The most

interesting property of these azo com-

pounds is the light-induced, reversible

isomerization of the azo bond between

the thermally stable trans configuration
and the meta-stable cis form. Most

azobenzenes can be optically isomer-

ized from trans to cis with light any-

where within the broad absorption

band. Once formed, cis isomers will

thermally or under higher-wavelength

light irradiation convert back to the

stable trans state within a timescale

dictated by the substitution pattern,

which depends greatly on its interac-

tion with the surrounding medium.

This ‘‘clean’’ photochemistry is the

most important feature of azoben-

zenes and offers a reversible control

over a variety of chemical, electronic,

and optical properties. This light-

induced isomerization of azobenzenes

is accompanied by a large geometrical

transformation from the extended

trans configuration to the three-dimen-

sional and more compact cis isomer,

which not only alters the optical and
38, October 12, 2017 ª 2017 Elsevier Inc. 533
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